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ABSTRACT. The roles of the BCRS and the GCRS are reviewed. Problems related withthe traditional astronomial equinox based referene system in the framework of relativity aredisussed.1. THE BCRS AND THE GCRSAording to IAU2000-Resolution B1.3 (So�el et al., 2003) the Baryentri Celestial Refer-ene System (BCRS) with oordinates (t;x) is de�ned by a metri tensor of the formg00 = �1 + 2w2 � 2w24 +O(�5)g0i = � 43wi +O(�5) (1)gij = Æij �1 + 22w�+O(�4) :Here, the gravito-eletri potential w generalizes the usual Newtonian gravitational potentialU and the gravito-magneti potential wi desribes gravitational e�ets resulting from movinggravitational soures. The order symbols in equation 1 indiate that the validity of the metritensor is restrited to the �rst post-Newtonian approximation of Einstein's theory of gravity.By the hoie of the metri tensor the orientation of spatial BCRS oordinates is �xed onlyup to some onstant, i.e., time independent rotation. One might think of this orientation tobe determined by the ICRS/ICRF. For speial purposes, however, the spatial axes might di�erfrom these basi ones by a onstant rotation matrix and the orientation, e.g., given by some'elipti of some �xed epoh'.IAU2000-Resolution B1.3 also spei�es the Geoentri Celestial Referene System (GCRS)with oordinates (T;X) by a orresponding geoentri metri tensor, where external bodiesontribute only tidal terms that grow with inreasing oordinate distane from the geoenter.One an show that beause of the aeleration of the geoenter the GCRS is only a loal systemthat annot be extended to in�nity.Both systems, the BCRS and the GCRS might be onsidered as quasi-inertial with respetto rotational motion. However, if relativity is taken into aount the BCRS and the GCRS areatually quite di�erent systems that are related by some ompliated 4-dimensional spae-time330



transformation (some generalized Lorentz-transformation; e.g., So�el et al., 2003). Both systemshave their own spei� roles. The BCRS serves as basis for solar-system ephemerides, for thede�nition of the elipti, for interplanetary spaeraft navigation. It is the fundamental systemwhere onepts suh as proper motion or radial veloity of stars an be de�ned and where therelation with remote objets (quasars et.), hene to the ICRS, is given diretly. On the otherhand the GCRS is used for the desription of physial proesses and time sales in the viinity ofthe Earth, the dynamis of the Earth itself, for the introdution of potential oeÆients for theEarth's gravity �eld, for satellite theory et. Conepts suh as rotation axis, CIP, CIO or equatorare basially de�ned in the GCRS whose spatial oordinates di�er from those of the ITRS by atime dependent rotation matrix only. To stress again: the baryenter and the geoenter arrytheir own elestial (quasi-inertial) system.2. PROBLEMS WITH THE CLASSICAL ASTRONOMICAL EQUINOX BASED SYS-TEM IN THE FRAMEWORK OF RELATIVITYThe orientation of some BCRS[E0℄ (assuming the standard BCRS to be oriented aording tothe ICRS) aording to some (ordinate) �xed elipti of some epoh presents no problem. Onemight then onstrut a orresponding GCRS[E0℄ as kinematially non-rotating and thus orientedaording to the BCRS[E0℄. Some equator, 'GCRS-elipti' (e.g., as X � Y -plane) and equinoxan then be de�ned as oordinate quantities in the GCRS. If suh a onstrution, however,in virtue of the ompliated 4-dimensional spae-time transformation between the BCRS andthe GCRS, would yield some useful generalization of the orresponding lassial quantities isunlear.The problem beomes muh more serious if some dynamial equinox based system is on-sidered. Even in the Newtonian framework di�erent historial onepts for some moving meanelipti exist: some inertial mean elipti that usually is assoiated with the name of LeVerrierand some rotating mean elipti, assoiated with Newomb. Note, that the orresponding meanequinoxes di�er in right asension by about 90 mas. For referenes the reader is referred to(Standish 1981, Kinoshita and Aoki 1983). It is obvious that some dynamial mean eliptimight be de�ned as some t = TCB dependent BCRS spatial oordinate plane.In priniple one might invent many ways of mapping suh a plane into the GCRS. Let usonsider the (t;x)  ! (T;X) transformation (the relation between the BCRS and the GCRS)in the form T = t� 12 (A(t) + vE � rE) + : : : (2)X = rE �1 + 12wext(xE)�+ 122vE(vE � rE) + : : :Here, rE = x� xE , xE and vE are the BCRS oordinate position and veloity of the geoenterand wext is the gravitational potential of all solar system bodies apart from the Earth. Suh atransformation maps 4 spae-time oordinates of an event. In that manner one might map thevarious events (t;xelip(t)) related with some dynamial BCRS elipti into the GCRS. However,a t =onst. BCRS oordinate plane (mean elipti) will NOT be mapped into some T =onst.GCRS plane and this naive mapping idea does not lead to something useful.Another idea is due to George Kaplan (Kaplan 2003). One might onsider only the ori-entation of some BCRS (mean) elipti as given by some angular momentum vetor, de�ningthe orresponding elipti pole. Normalize this vetor with � ! 0 : n�(t). Add the positionvetor of the geoenter to obtain e�(t) and then transform the event (t; e�(t)) into the GCRS.Beause of the small quantity � only terms linear in rE in the transformation are needed and331



the transformed spatial vetor readsE� = �1 + wext(xE)2 �n� + 122vE(vE � n�) + : : : (3)Sine the elipti is usually de�ned with respet to the Earth-Moon baryenter the seond termwill not be zero in priniple. Atually the whole idea of transforming a diretion from the BCRSto the GCRS and to fae aberration terms is questionable. Note that the GCRS was NOTonstruted by transforming some BCRS-pole.Another idea would be to transform the BCRS solar-system ephemerides into the GCRS andto de�ne some GCRS-elipti there. Still another idea would be to take the spherial angles ofsome BCRS elipti pole at time t = TCB as spherial angles of some elipti pole in the GCRSat time T = TCG at the geoenter (i.e., to take the same angles both in the BCRS and in theGCRS).Possibly for the purpose of historial ontinuity one might think of suh oordinate games.It is obvious, however, that in the spirit of relativity the new paradigm with quantities suh asthe CIP or the CIO being de�ned in the GCRS is preferred. Atually the real problem is this:if one is onerned about relativity one needs some overall onsistent post-Newtonian shemeto desribe Earth's rotation. Only then a de�nition of some GCRS-elipti beomes meaningfuland a preession matrix an be de�ned to post-Newtonian order. However, suh a onsistentpost-Newtonian sheme for the desription of Earth's rotation does presently not exist. Clearlythese problems have to be investigated in more detail.3. REFERENCESKaplan, G., private ommuniation, 2003Kinoshita, H., Aoki, S., Celest.Meh., 31, 329, 1983So�el, M., et al., Astron.J., 126, 2687, 2003Standish, M., Astron.Astrophys., 101, L17, 1981
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